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Student Opposition
Halts Death of 'Dot'
By Kevin R. Lang
NEWS EDITOR

After students
protested
in
McDermott Court yesterday, President Charles M. Vest and the
Department of Facilities have tentatively agreed to save the "Dot."
Facilities had announced over
the weekend that temporary faculty
offices (TFOs) would be built on the
lawn between the Green Building
and Walker Memorial to accommodate renovations to Building 18. The
offices would be in place for at least
three years.
In an e-mail message sent out
Monday morning, Vest announced
that the construction
would be
delayed after he received complaints
from a number of students.
"The fact is that we have an
urban campus and such informal
space is in short supply," Vest said.
"The McDermott Court work will
be held up temporarily for one last
review of options."
.
After meeting with students yesterday, Facilities revised their initial
proposal.
"What we're looking at is a
somewhat modified plan that would
provide more grass space," said
Facilities Director Victoria V. Sirianni. Facilities will hold a second
meeting Wednesday morning with ,
students and the architect, contractor,
d h mistry de
nent. .
Facilities Communications Manager Ruth T. Davis said Facilities
will be "putting the TFOs on the
already paved part of McDermott."
Originally,
construction
was

scheduled to begin this summer,
Davis said, but the Building Committee, which includes Vest, decided to put the TFOs up before the
end of term.
Meeting with students productive
Davis was pleased with the
results of yesterday's meeting. "I
thought it was great that the students
expressed their concerns about losing green space on campus," Davis
said.
However, she also noted that
campus modifications could become
more common in the near future. "People have to realize that over the
next few years there is going to be a
lot of construction
on campus,"
Davis said. "People are going to be
inconvenienced. "
Vest acknowledged that "it is a
fact that -as we undertake
badly
needed improvements in our campus we are going to have to live
with considerable disruption."
To avoid future conflicts with
students over such projects, Facilities is looking to hire a second communications coordinator to handle
community relations, among other
things. "We're working on a communications strategy for the whole
capital projects effort," Davis said.
"We will definitely be looking for
student input."
Other locations considered
Sirianni stressed that Facilities
had attempted to find other options
-

McDermott

Court, Page 17
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Students planted signs on McDermott court as part of their protest of administration
the grassy area known as the "Dot" in favor of temporary faculty offices.

By Matthew

Palmer

Renowned economics Professor Paul R. Krugman PhD '77 will leave MIT to become a professor
at Princeton University next fall.
Economics Department Head Olivier J. Blanchard ' 41 confirmed that Krugman will leave the
Institute, but he will remain at MIT until the end of

By Mike Hall
ASSOCIATE

NEWS EDITOR

Incensed students camped out on
a sodden McDermott Court early
yesterday morning, disgusted with
the lack of communication from the
administration over plans to build
over their beloved turf.
Senior House resident Geeta
Dayal '01 organized the protest over
the weekend to prevent construction
early Monday morning. Work was
to begin on temporary facilities for
Building 18 faculty and staff, who

the academic year.
"He's one of the most brilliant economists alive,"
Blanchard said. "Of course he will be missed."
Krugman, a Ford International Professor of Economics, had served as a visiting professor at Princeton during the first term of this year.
Krugman accomplished author, award winner
Krugman is the author or editor of 16 books and
over 200 articles, mainly on the topics of international trade and finance. His works include Peddling
Prosperity and Pop Internationalism.
He is widely known for helping to found the
"new trade theory" of international commerce. The
work earned Krugman the John Bates Clark Medal
in 1991. The award is given by the American Economic Association every two years to an exceptional
economist under 40.
Krugman also writes a weekly opinion column
for The New York Times, and his articles have
appeared in Fortune and Slate magazines.
After receiving his PhD from MIT in 1977, Krugman worked at Yale and Stanford, as well as the
Institute.
On leave from MIT, Krugman worked in the
White House as a member of the Council of Economic Advisors in 1982-1983.
Economi'c views controversial

The New York Times, which has referred to Krugman as "a shoo-in for a future Nobel Prize," outlined
Krugman, Page 19

Paul R. Krugman PhD '77

will be displaced by renovations this
summer. The construction is expected to last three years.
By the end of the day, organizers
had over 500 signatures on a petition drafted by Payal P. Parekh G,
and they reached a tentative agreement to preserve the "Dot," as it is
commonly known.
Dayal said that protests will not
resume today, since Department of
Facilities Communications Manager
Ruth T. Davis said via e-mail that
no construction workers will be pre-

sent at the Dot.
Admin silence draws greatest ire
Anand D. Sarwate '01, one of
six students called to meet with representatives
from Facilities, said
that the lack of communication "is
the underlying reason for the anger.
The ot-i ~ a con enient pretext for
airing these grievances."
"I expected
there to be a
response from the administration,
Protest, Page 14

Residence Midway Draws
Small Spring Rush Crowd
By Shantonu Sen
TECHNOLOGY

DIRECTOR

The Interfraternity Council had
hoped that last Friday's residence
midway would be a sort of grand
opening for spring rush. Instead,
low turnout marked an ominous
beginning to what will become an
important feature of FSILG recruitment in 2002.
Only two or three freshmen
came to the midway, according to
Kipp L. Whittaker '02, Phi Kappa
Theta's rush chair. Whittaker had
expected upwards of fifty attendees.
"N ext year we will be doing
more individualized
recruiting ...
and not depending on the midway as
much," Whittaker said.
Jonathan Sheffi '03, one of the
few freshmen to attend the event,
said that he had heard about the
midway from posters in, the Infinite
Corridor and from friends in fraternities. However, Sheffi's presence
was mostly social, as he "had no
intention of re-entering the fraternity system' at this time,"
after
depledging from a fraternity earlier
this year.
Weather,

publicity

attributed the poor attendance of the
midway to "advertising problems,
rain, and it being a Friday night. A
lot of people got turned off by the
rain."
Overall, Gunn said he was "very
pleased. There was not great turnout,
but at the same time, it was good to
get the freshmen and sophomores in
the fraternities involved, and familiar with the idea of spring rush."
Still, Gunn thought the event
showed the MIT administration that
the IFC was serious about spring
rush. He plans to compile reports
from the FSILGs that participated
and submit them to the IFC, Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow '72, and
the 2002 committee.
Spring rush is expected
to
become increasingly important to
FSILGs with the onset of the 2002
housing decision and the end of a
traditional fall rush. Gunn expects
much greater participation next year
and stabilization within five to six
years, hopefully at the same levels
as present fall rushes.
Spring rush continues this week
Spring rush will continue this
week, with a number of FSILGs

hurt event

Dakus S. Gunn 'OI,-the IFC's
membership
recruitment
chair,

The Undergraduate Association
tabled a motion to implement
direct elections of councillors.
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State Department Faces Shake Up
In ake of Security Breac
LOS ANGELES

TlMES
WASHlNGTO

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright ordered a shake-up in
the way her department protects national secrets Monday following
the disappearance of a laptop computer loaded with classified information from a supposedly secure conference room.
"Like several other recent serious lapses in security, this is inexcusable and intolerable," Albright said of the loss of the computer,
which contained classified information about weapons proliferation
and other matters. "Such failures put our nation's secrets at risk. They
also damage the department's reputation."
Albright ordered all of the department's supervisory personnel to
conduct a thorough review of security procedures this week and
called on all employees to attend annual refresher courses on safeguarding sensitive material.
She also resolved a simmering bureaucratic turf fight by declaring
that the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, mainly a law enforcement
organization, should have primary responsibility 1'0'
&ity, rather
than the department's in-house intelligence analysts.

u.S. Foundations to Give $100M To
Promising African Universities
THE WASHINGTON

POST
NEW YORK

Four of the nation's most well-endowed foundations announced a
joint $100 million investment Monday to help reform and revitalize
higher education in select African countries in the largest-ever coordinated U.S. philanthropic effort on the continent.
Leaders of the Carnegie Corporation - along with the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur, the Rockefeller and the Ford foundations - said they will coordinate with one another as well as with
African educational leaders to focus grants that will strengthen universities that already have shown creative promise in their efforts to
reform and expand.
The new thrust is designed to support higher education in countries where economic and political decentralization efforts are underway and to help expand the pool of Africans equipped to cope, with
the continent's many pressures, including the illV epidemic, the
fragility of democracy and the speed of the global economy that has
largely passed Africa by.

Police, Protesters Preparing
For Democratic Convention
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

LD & ATION.
After Elian Gonzalez Raid,
ep blicans Seek Answers
By Richard T. Cooper
LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTO

Impassioned calls for congressional investigations and a storm of
protest broke over Washington on
Easter Sunday, following the raid by
federal agents that reunited young
Elian Gonzalez with his father.
Critics, predominantly Republicans, accused the Clinton administration and SWAT team agents of
the Immigration and Naturalization
-' ioe eftusing excessive force and
acting without court approval. Some
charged the Clinton administration
with spurning human rights and
kowtowing to Fidel Castro by helping Juan Miguel Gonzalez take his
boy back to Cuba.
And Elian's Miami relatives carried their high-profile
crusade to
Washington,
demanding renewed
access to their former charge. "Let
me see this boy. I know this boy
needs to see me, too," said Marisleysis Gonzalez, a cousin who helped
care for Elian in Miami.
She even suggested that a published photograph showing the 6year-old smiling happily in his
father's arms was a fake - a charge
rejected by government officials and
others who saw Elian here with his

Government, States May Ask
Court to Break Up MicrQ~oft
By James V. Grimaldi

era 1 antitrust
law and Sunday a
spokesman said a breakup remedy
The Justice Department and 19 would go too far.
states are leaning toward asking a
"There is nothing in the case that
court to split Microsoft Corp. into
was brought that would merit such
two or three separate companies in a
an unfounded remedy and one that
plan designed to end the software
is not in the interest of the industry
or of consumers,';
Microsoft
giant's monopoly in the U.S. computer industry, people familiar with
spokesman Greg Shaw said. "It is
the discussions said over the weekdifficult to know what's being floatend.
ed as a trial balloon and what is
The drafting of a breakup plan
something that all the parties will
agree upon."
marks a dramatic moment in the
two-year lawsuit and only the first
Under a Justice Department plan
time since the 1974 antitrust lawsuit . being shared with states and indusagainst AT&T Corp. that the federal
try executives, Microsoft would be
government has considered such a
forced to split off the Windows
drastic proposal for a corporate lawoperating system from the rest of
breaker.
the company, sources said. The
Microsoft has vowed to appeal
Windows company would be perthe April 3 verdict that it broke fedmitted to include functions that perTHE WASHINGTON

LOS ANGELES

With images of the disruptive protests during meetings of the
World Trade Organization in Seattle and World Bank in Washington,
D.C., still fresh in their minds, law enforcement authorities in Los
Angeles are quietly launching a full-scale mobilization in preparation
for this summer's Democratic Convention.
Local and national activists, too, are mobilizing for what some are
dubbing "the Battle of Los Angeles," emboldened by their successes
in winning international media attention while disrupting the economic summits on both coasts.
Both sides say they hope peace will prevail when Democratic
leaders meet Aug. 14-17 at Staples Center to nominate AI Gore as the
party's standard-bearer in the November presidential election.
But, just in case, both sides also are preparing for the worst.
The Los Angeles Police Department, the FBI, the Secret Service
and a host of other local, state and federal law enforcement agencies
have been working together for months to forge a cohesive response
plan in case protests get out of hand.

around his father, there was real
affection there that cannot be manufactured. It was affection born of
many, many years of caring."
"I'm a grandmother
of seven
children," Campbell said, "and I
saw this little boy with his father for
over 2 1/2 hours ... it's the way in
which he comfortably crawls up on
his father's
lap, puts his arms
around him, calls him Papa."
In Miami, quiet was restored
after demonstrators
protesting
Elian's removal from Little Havana
had roamed the streets Saturday,
setting fires, throwing rocks and
bottles and clashing with police.
More than 350 were arrested.
And in Havana, Castro called
Saturday "a day. of glory for our
people," and praised U.S. officials
for reuniting Elian and his father.
But Holder expressed discomfort
at finding himself on the same side
of an issue as Castro. "All that Fidel
Castro stands for is abhorrent to me.
The decision, quite frankly, that
Juan Miguel Gonzalez is making
here is a different one than I would
make, I suspect, for my child. But it
is his right to raise his boy where he
wants to, and that is all we were trying to do."

father.
Government officials fired salvos
in return. They charged Elian' s
Miami relatives with negotiating in
bad faith, said that force was used
only when all else had failed, and
accused Republican critics of "Monday-morning quarterbacking at its
worst," in the words of Deputy
Attorney General Eric Holder.
All available evidence Sunday
indicated that the reuniting of Elian
with his father, infant brother and
stepmother seemed to be proceeding
amicably. The family is expected to
spend several days in seclusion at
Andrews Air Force Base in suburban Washington before relocating to
the Wye Plantation conference center on Maryland's Chesapeake Bay,
site of 1998 Mideast peace talks.
The few visitors
who were
allowed inside the sheltered quiet of
what appears to be a small house on
the grounds of the air base reported
that Elian was playing happily,
snuggling into his father's lap and
even comforting his baby brother
when he cried.
The Rev. Joan Brown Campbell,
former secretary-general
of the
National Council of Churches and
an adviser to Juan Miguel Gonzalez,
said of EIian: "He had his arms

mit browsing of the Internet.
Microsoft then would be forced
to spin off a second company that
sells its software applications; such
as a word processor and the Excel
spreadsheet programs. That company also might get parts of the company that make the Internet browser,
the software used to access the
World Wide Web, sources said.
If Microsoft is divided into three
companies, sources said, the third
would be an Internet company that
would get the browser and the
Microsoft Network, which is the
Internet service provider and Web.
portal that competes with America
Online Inc. and other companies.
A breakup could tear down the
barrier to competitors entering into
competition with Windows.

POST

WEATHER
Making Split DeciSions
Greg Lawson
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

April thus far has proven to be anomalously wet. It's already rained
more than an inch in excess of what we typically expect for the entire
month. It is clear that the dominant weather patterns have changed lately,
accounting for the recent spell of grey, dreary weather. Explaining the
change is more difficult than just noting it. For some reason we've entered
a split-jet regime where the jet stream has split into two weakened jets flowing past an upper-level di-pole, that is a low and a high in very close proximity. The di-pole blocks the typical flow as it effectually tries to "swim
upstream." This slows the upper-level steering winds which usually blow
surface storms out to sea rather quickly, leaving us with slowly propagating,
albeit weak, disturbances which are free to dump rain on us. However, the
other consequence of a split jet is that storms are less likely to be steered up
the east coast. A large storm over the Mid-Atlantic states which would usually certainly deliver us rain, is just going to toe the line with New England
over the next couple days. It is likely that we won't be strongly threatened,
but one cannot rule out chances for showers. Expect a 30 to 40 percent
chance of showers over the next several days with temperatures remaining
close to what they have been: highs in upper 40's and lows in the upper 30's
Today: Partly cloudy and cool. Northerly winds of moderate strength.
High of 49°F (9°C).
Tonight: Cloudy and chilly. Northeasterly breeze. Low of 38°F (3°C)
Wednesday:
Overcast and cool. Chances of showers. Northeasterly
winds increasing in speed. High on only 43°F (6°C). Low of
40°F (4°C).
Thursday:
Partly cloudy. Breezy. Chances of showers continue. High
in low 50's (10 to 12°C). Low in the mid 40's (6 to 8°C).
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CaIifomia's 'Blanket Primary'
Considered by Supreme Court
By Joan Biskupic
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTO

Supreme Court justices voiced
concerns Monday that a new California primary law that allows voteTSto cast ballots across party lines
might trample political parties'
rights to choose their nominees.
The robust session focused on
· "blanket" primaries', the system in
California and three other states that
• Iets voters choose among all parties
for each office on an election ballot.
For example, voters can choose a
Democratic nominee for president, a
'Republican nominee for governor,
and a Libertarian one for lieutenant
governor.:
An eventual ruling also could
affect about 20 states that hold socalled open primaries. Under that
system, voters can decide on election day which primary they will

vote in.
Inlast February's Michigan
GOP primary, Arizona Sen. John
McCain defeated Texas Gov.
George Bush with the support of
Democrats and independents.
McCain, who supports California's
blanket primary law, is among the
many politicians and political
groups who have weighed in with
"friend of the court" briefs in the
closely watched case.
"The very essence of the party's
First Amendment right," Justice
Sandra Day 0 'Connor said Monday, "is to define its own message
and decide its own candidates."
Under the California scheme,
asserted Justice Antonin Scaliavoters have "absolutely no commitment
to a political party, not even for a
day." When California special assistant attorney general Thomas Gede
said voters want their candidates to

be ' more representative" of a broad-

er spectrum of the electorate Scalia
declared: "That's democracy carried
to the extreme."
The case pits a state's interest in
.boosting turnout and offering voters
more choices against political parties' ability to choose their nominees. Californians approved the
blanket primary in a 1996 ballot
measure with nearly 60 percent of
the vote, and it took effect in 1998.
Only three other states - Alaska,
Louisiana and Washington - hold
such primaries.
The state's Democratic Party,
Republican Party, Libertarian Party

and Peace and Freedom Party challenged the system asment of their First Amendment freedom to associate. They claimed
crossover voting permits outsiders
to elect a party's nominee and determine its ideology.

U~N.~.
Charges U.S. Action Blocks
Nuclear Disarmament Progress
By Colum Lynch
· THE WASHINGTON POST
NEW YORK

After years of championing
international attempts to halt the
spread of nuclear weapons, the
United States found itself on the
defensive Monday as a broad
alliance of arms control advocates,
senior U.N. officials and diplomats
from non-nuclear countries charged
that Washington
is blocking
progress toward disarmament.
Delegates at a U.N. conference
reviewing compliance with the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
said the United States and the four
other declared nuclear powers ~
Russia, Britain, France and China
- have not lived up to their obligation to reduce and eventually eliminate their nuclear arsenals.

. ~bPPSSIONjI£

Under the 30-year-old treaty,
182 countries that did not possess
atomic weapons agreed to abandon
any ambition to build them. In
return, the five acknowledged
nuclear powers agreed not to share
nuclear weapons technology with
non-nuclear states and promised to
take steps toward disarmament.
Only four countries - India, Pakistan, Israel and Cuba - have not
signed the treaty.
Washington was accused of
backsliding on its obligations by
failing to ratify the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty, which the Senate
defeated last year; refurbishing old
nuclear weapons; keeping a "war
reserve" of plutonium triggers from
dismantled warheads; and recommitting itself to maintain a nuclear
balance of terror.

(jJE,o/E£aPMENI

Gunmen Take Foreign Tourists
Hostage Off Malaysian Coast
THE WASHINGTON POST
JAKARTA, JNDONESIA

Masked gunmen abducted 20 people, most of them foreign
tourists, from a resort island off Malaysia's Borneo coast and spirited
them away on fishing boats in a bizarre kidnapping that authorities
said Monday could be connected to an Islamic insurgency in the
southern Philippines.
Malaysian Defense Minister Najib Razak said that an air and sea
search operation located the boats carrying the captive tourists Monday night, 24 hours after the abduction, and that the hostages apparently had not been harmed. His Philippine counterpart, Orlando Mercado, said the gunmen and their hostages appeared to be sailing for
the southern Philippines, the scene of a secessionist guerrilla war, and
that the Philippine Navy will coordinate with the Malaysian Navy to
try to intercept the boats and free the captives.
The half-dozen attackers, who were armed with. AK-47 assault
rifles and a rocket-propelled grenade launcher, burst into the restaurant of a resort on Malaysia's Sipadan Island on Sunday night, taking
cash and jewelry from the hostages before forcing them to swim to
two fishing boats anchored offshore, Malaysian Police Inspector Gen•e ~o.ri~ Mai told reporters.
Two'Americans-were part of the tourist group - composed mostly of scuba divers - but they escaped and hid in nearby woods as the
others were herded to the boats and carried away into the night on the
Celebes Sea. Malaysian officials said the hostages included nine
Malaysians, three Germans, two Frenchmen, two South Africans, two
Finns, one Lebanese and one Filipino.

In Race for House, Some
Challengers Outraise Incumbents
THE WASHINGTON POST

A surprising number of challengers in House races have collected
substantial sums of money, upsetting the conventional wisdom that
U.N. Secretary General Kofi
only incumbents can attract significant interest from contributors
Annan also warned that a U.S. effort
early on during a congressional campaign.
to build a National Missile Defense
In what is already the costliest House contest in the nation, Calisystem would jeopardize the 1972
fornia state Sen. Adam Schiff, a Democrat, has raised $1.9 million
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with
and has nearly as much cash as his opponent, GOP Rep. James E.
Russia and "could wen lead to a
Rogan. Trying to regain his old New Jersey House seat, former
new arms race."
Republican representative Dick Zimmer has collected nearly $1 mil"Some 30,000 nuclear weapons
lion, including thousands from political action committees that tradiremain in the arsenals of the nuclear
tionally focus on incumbents.
powers, with thousands still on hairThe fundraising success of challengers' and of candidates vying
trigger alert," Annan said in an
.. for seats where there is no incumbent seeking reelection - known as
opening address to the conference,
open seats - is a striking feature of this hotly competitive campaign
which is held every five years. "We
year, particularly for Democrats. All told, 20 Democratic challengers
have witnessed the reaffirmation of
or candidates seeking open seats have raised at least $500,000 so far,
the nuclear weapons doctrines of all
compared with three at this point in the 1998 elections, according to
the nuclear-weapons states."
Secretary of State Madeleine K.
campaign disclosure reports filed this month. Sixteen nonincumbent
Albright defended the U.S. record, .
Democrats each has more than $400,000 cash on hand, compared
saying America has dismantled
with one in 1998.
about 60 percent of its Cold War
Challengers have traditionally found it difficult to come anywhere
nuclear arsenal and will seek further
near incumbents in fundraising, because savvy donors usually see
reductions in new talks with Russia.
such campaigns as a waste of their money.
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of long-term planning: those who remember Building 20 know
MIT's record with "temporary" buildings. More importantly,
the move shows how little administrators understand the lives of
the students they are charged with serving. Decisions like this
one show the ever-present need for administrators to interact
with the student body in some more meaningful, productive
forum than Institute Committees and focus groups.
Student leaders are also to blame for making necessary herculean efforts such as yesterday's protest - several were aware
of this decision long before students found out through widely
distributed e-mail messages, and they should have taken the initiative to block construction, or at least to alert the student body.
It's important for our elected student leaders to take strong
stands on controversial issues early on: when they act as junior
administrators, contributing to campus closed-mouthedness,
we're all in trouble.
.
Admittedly, the location of Building 18makes the Facilities
Department's job of finding adjacent space for chemistry faculty
more difficult,but certainly a better solution could have been
found if an intelligent planning process had been used, with
enough time and preparation to consult the student body and
then to collaboratively devise the best possible overall solution.

Letter To The Editor
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OPINION

When students gathered on McDennott Court early yesterday morning to protest construction on the grassy east campus
area known as the "Dot," they not only preserved a valuable
piece of campus green space, but also scored a long-overduevictory in their fight to represent student interests to the administration.
The organizers of the protest,
especially Geeta Dayal '01, deserve the thanks of the entire student body for saving the Dot and reminding the administration
that student voices must be heard in decisionsthat affect student
life.
President Charles M. Vest also deserves commendation for
wisely reconsidering the decision to replace the Dot with temporary faculty offices (TFOs). The Tech hopes that the decision
to restrict TFO construction to the paved areas of McDennott
Court endures for the entire duration of the temporary. project.
In addition, Vest's personal appearance at the protest demons~s·
of ope
s and communication that should
always exist between administrators and students.
However, Director of Facilities Victoria Sirianni exercised
exceedingly poor judgment in electing to raze the Dot in the
first place. The decision demonstrates, once again, an utter lack

McDermott Court
Must Be Preserved
The Tech received a copy of this letter,
addressed to Department of Facilities Communications Manager Ruth T. Davis.
The grassy circle of McDermott Court is
one of the nicest areas on campus. During
warm weather, dozens of students congregate
there for lunch. It's a popular spot for volleyball games, Ultimate, and canine frisbee. Surrounded on all sides by concrete and steel, the
grassy area is one of the' few pleasant spots
remaining on the east side of campus, and is a
vital center of social and sports activity for
people who live and work in the area.
The area is important for the Institute, as
well; it hosts pavilions during graduation and
reunion, and is the site of the annual Vendor's Fair. On Friday, I received an e-mail
from you, announcing that the courtyard's
lawn would be stripped this Monday to make
way for temporary structures to house temporary faculty offices. I object strongly to
both this action and to your method of
announcing it.
Green space at MIT, particularly on the
east side of campus, is far too scarce to be
destroyed senselessly. Pleasant spots on cam-

pus need to be preserved, even if other options
are more expensive.
If destroying the court was an unavoidable
consequence
of campus improvement
(as,
arguably, the removal of the parkland near
East Garage for Building 20 construction
was), I wouldn't be writing this. But the alternative solution to the lack of office space is so
easy! Simply rent out office space in the
Kendall Square area. Yes, it's expensive, but
so is a new building. Yes, office space is in.
high demand, but large amounts of new office
space have been built in the last year, with
even more under construction. Yes, Kendall
Square is a bit far from Building 18 (whose
professors,
I infer, are to be moved), but
Course XII, my department, has been split
between Buildings 54 and E34 forever, so I
have little sympathy:
If the offices must be built on campus, why
can't they be put on the plaza between Buildings 18 and 54, which is already bricked over,
rather than in the grass? Or perhaps you could
build in the parking area near E32-E34, offering incentives to those who give up their parking spots? Even better, why not wait until the
Stata Center is completed
in 2002, when
you'll have tons of extra space, before renovating Building 18?
Your actions as "Communications Manag-

er" for Facilities have been unwise at best,
Machiavellian at worst. Most of the people on
campus received no warning that the area was
. to be destroyed; I suppose those of us who
work in the Green Building must be grateful
for your message, but with only a weekend's
warning, there's little we can do about it now.
You say you'll publish an article about the
destruction in next Wednesday's Tech Talk.
What good is that? The news will be printed
plainly in shredded turf and ravaged dirt on
the face of the Circle by then. You have
apparently made no attempt to ask the community their opinion on the issue. You and
your superiors are either deliberately preventing the MIT community from helping to make
decisions about their living and working
space, or you are neglecting your duty to keep
the community informed. '.
..
'
ram sending this to The Tech, fully awctte
that The Tech is printed on Tuesday, while
you're sending in the bulldozers on Monday.
Perhaps
my message
will be a hollow
reminder of yet another incident of institutional short-sightedness
and inconsideration. Or
perhaps, if the earthmovers don't arrive, it'll
demonstrate that the administration does listen
to the people it serves. The choice is up to you
and your superiors.
Jason C. Goodman G

Cirkovic.
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Opinion Policy
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written
by the editorial board, which consists of the chairman, editor in
chief, managing editor, news editors, and opinion editors.
Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
. Letters to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
encouraged and may be sent to letters@the-tech.mit.edu.
Hard
copy submissions may be addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or sent by interdepartmental mail to
Room W20-483. All submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days
before the date of publication.

Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express prior
approval O'fThe Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once submitted,
all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be returned. The
Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541.' E-mail is the
easiest way
to contact,
directed to
World-Wide

to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure who
send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu,
and it will be
the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the
Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Like Thieves in the Night

Staving Off

Mass. House Guts Clean Government Laws as Members Drink and Doze

'Roadshow'

representatives. House policy rightly limits ture. The necessity of the current regulations
Michael 1. Ring
proxy voting to an extreme set of circum- is shown by the case of ex-speaker Charles
stances. Only members who have physical
Flaherty, whose cozy relations with lobbyMassachusetts state government is once disabilities, or members who are serving as ists cost him his job and earned him a court
again embroiled in scandal in the wake of a acting speaker and must remain at the ros- conviction. There is real reason to fear
Boston Herald story detailing a night of drink- , trum, may vote by proxy as prescribed in the repeal of these provisions would return the
ing and partying on Beacon Hill, as the House House rules.
House to the old days of easy lobbyist
of Representatives sat in an all-night session
However, Finneran conceded last week access to legislation.
considering the state budget.
he allows court officers to vote for members
Since becoming speaker after Flaherty's
The newspaper described an atmosphere of who are in meetings during roll calls. The resignation, Finneran has ruled the House
debauchery and revelry on Beacon Hill that speaker, after an' angry,initial response to the with an iron fist, having little tolerance for
night. as members retired to committee offices Herald stories, decided to probe the proxy dissent. While he is certainly entitled to use
to drink and party or fell asleep at their desks allegations after learning of the votes cast in his position to advance his own causes,
in the House chamber. One member spon- Murphy's absence. This investigation must Finneran must ensure he is doing so in a fair
sored a beer and wine tasting. Another is consider the wide berth with which Finneran and just manner. Attaching riders to the budrumored to have had his leg shaven after he allows proxy' voting. It is hardly burdensome get late at night, when most representatives
fell asleep. Members chanted "Toga!" as one to ask members to leave a meeting for a are barely (if even) awake, and allowing little
representative gave an emotional speech on a moment to cast a vote themselves - our debate on amendments that would squelch
gun-control amendment. And an abuse the federal representatives in Washington do so strong reform laws, is not government in good
Herald terms as "phantom voting" appears to all the time. Voting for one's constituents is faith. ............ , j
"
have been widespread as court officers voted the ultimate duty of our representatives, and
But ultimately, he rank-and-.fm
use
, for members who were asleep or absent from this sham of proxy voting, which is so obvi- members are at fault as well for their unwillthe chamber.
ously open to tainting and corruption, must ingness to challenge Finneran's autocratic
'
The drunken spree, continuing well into be stopped.
style. Over the past several years both liberal
the wee hours of the morning, was absoluteFinneran will also probe whether to end Democrats and Republicans have grown restly inappropriate, and the unprofessional
'all-night sessions on the budget. But House less with Finneran's leadership but seem
behavior of the representatives involved
rules already prohibit debate after 10 p.m., unwilling to challenge the speaker. Republishould give all Bay Staters pause. Conand one Finneran dissenter, liberal Democrat- cans, whose votes actually elevated Finneran
stituents are owed an apology'by the legisla- ic Representative Christopher Hodgkins,
to the position of speaker over a liberal Demotors involved. Representatives, knowing full noted it was' Finneran who allowed the 10 crat, are afraid to challenge Finneran since
well the recent scandals surrounding Big p.m. rule to be suspended in the first place.
they know the next speaker would probably
Dig management and Lieutenant Governor
And then there is the matter of changes to be more liberal. Liberal Democrats, meanJane Swift's personal use of state resources, the state's elections and ethics laws. The while, are afraid to speak out for fear of
should be acting with extreme cautionto
shameful votes preceded by little debate to gut watching Finneran and his lieutenants kill
project an image of state government as hon- these good-government statutes are an exam- their pet projects.
est and trustworthy. Clearly, they have
ple of government at its worst, and Finneran,
And there, apparently, is the drive to
failed.
and his lieutenants should be' ashamed of their drink. As one House Democrat told the HerBut beyond the headlines about partying actions. '
ald, "There certainly was no reason for anyand pranks, even more serious breaches of the
The Clean Elections law, passed over- one to remain sober, because there was nothpublic trust have emerged from this year's
whelmingly by voters as a referendum in. ing for us to contribute." Finneran and
budget process. The flap over phantom voting, November 1998, sets up a system of public Company were calling all the shots, and
as well as the' insertion of sweeping amend- funding of candidates who agree to strict
voices of debate and dissent were to be left at,
ments designed to Undercut the state's clean- spending limits. House and Senate leaders, the door.
elections and lobbying laws, demonstrate the however, have dragged their feet on its impleThe House is now left with two options if
clear need to change the way by which the mentation for the past year and a half, and the it is to regain credibility with the voters.
House conducts its business. And the respon- House's action would require the law be sus- Either Finneran himself apologizes for this
sibility to make those changes must fall pended until the House and" Senate could month's debacle and places new rules or
squarely at the feet of Speaker Thomas
study its fiscal implications.- a move effec- enforces existing rules barring late-night sesFinneran, - whose authoritarian leadership tively killing the law and sustaining the status sions, limiting proxy voting, and guaranteeing
style is 'c1~~Jly hampering debate in the quo of rampant, uncontrolled campaign
debate and <roll-callvotes on serious matters,
House.
spending in Massachusetts. This gem was or dissenters in both parties reach across ideoAn Unknown individual cast unauthorized attached to the budget on a voice vote with logical differences and make these changes
votes in the name of Representative Kevin barely any debate.
for the speaker.
Murphy after the representative had left the
Also quietly slipped into the budget is a
In any case, it is high time the MassachuState, House early Friday morning to catch a provision that would soften the state's strict setts House stopped acting like thieves in the
flight to South Carolina. Anecdotal evidence lobbyist regulations. Under this rider a lob- night, with members trashing the laws which
indicates that unauthorized votes were cast in byist could hide certain costs, including . ensure their proper conduct and behavior
the names of several ?ther sleepin~ or absent some dinners with members of the Legisla- while their constituents are sound asleep.

Over-the-Counter Herbal Hazards
Veena Thomas
Brave New World, written in 1932 by
Aldous Huxley, provided readers a shocking
portrayal of a future in,which all babies come'
.from test tubes, free love prevails, and citizens
are bred according to letter-graded castes.
Though almost 70 years old, certain aspects of
.the book ring startlingly true now.
The government in Brave New World kept
the population artificially happy and complacent by the use of soma, a mind-altering drug.
It was given to people in reward for excellent
- service to the government, and allowed them
to go on a "soma holiday." As someone told
the protagonist of Brave New World, Bernard
Marx, "Glum, Marx, glum what you need is a
gram of soma. Take a holiday from reality
whenever you like, and come back without so
much as a headache or a mythology." The
government hypnotized citizens froin birth
into believing such sayings a "One cubic
centimeter cures ten gloomy sentiments," and
"A gram is better than a damn." Little tablets
of soma provided a pleasant; mindless escape
from the real world, and kept society complacent and docile. At any sign of unhappiness,
people instinctively took a little soma, and
escaped their troubles.
Frightening, isn't it? The use of a government-sanctioned, mood-altering drug keeps an
entire population of people artificially, chemically happy. People are urged to never feel
unhappy, and to quickly remedy the situation
by the use of other substances.
Modem psychiatric medicine prescribes
drugs such as Prozac to those people who
feel down or depressed due to chemical
imbalances in their brain. Prozac is an example of a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI), meaning it works by blocking the
reuptake of serotonin in the synaptic clefts
after it has been released. This allows serotonin to remain present longer after the firing
of neurons, producing an effectively greater

concentration of serotonin. For people with <regulate it, because it still qualifies as an
naturally low levels of serotonin, which often "herbal supplement."
results in depression or feelings of despair,
People need to stop believing that anydrugs like Prozac prove to be the solution to thing "natural" is completely safe to use
let them lead a normal, happier life. Avail- casually, and they need to use a bit more cauable by prescription only, Prozac should only tion before consuming herbal products. Othbe used in those cases where it is medically erwise, the social repercussions can be
necessary.
downright scary.
But what about the rest of us, who have
Consider the Fresh Samantha line of bevnormal levels of serotonin but still aren't sat- erages, which believes in using only natural
isfied with the ups and downs of daily life? ingredients in their juices. "We' believe that
For those people, the latest industry craze is Fresh Samantha Juices must bring joy and
St. John's Wort, touted as a natural, herbal health to the human body and soul," reads
way to lift your mood. The pretty little yellow the propaganda
on their
website,
flowers on the St. John's Wort plant seem http://wwwfreshsamantha.com.
Perhaps
innocent enough. In reality, however, St. that's why they created "Oh, Happy Day," a
John's Wort acts as a mild SSRI, like a gentler mixture of apple juice, bananas, blackberries,
form of Prozac.
and blueberries. Oh, and St. John's Wort,
You'd think that a mild form of Prozac 0.05 grams per serving. The label on the'
would be heavily regulated by the govern- back of the bottle explains that they formument to prevent excess and potentially
lated the drink because people in Maine
unsafe usage. However, exactly the opposite seemed so down in the wintertime and they
holds true. No regulation of St. John's Wort wanted to make something to cheer them up.
exists. The Food and Drug Administration
Somehow slipping mind-altering substances
cannot regulate what it deems as "herbal
jnto their drinks doesn't seem to be the way
supplements." Therefore, no safe dosage has to go.
been established, the claims of St. John's
What if, Oh, Happy Day contained 0.05
Wort have not been officially tested, and grams of Prozac per serving? Imagine the
manufacturers and distributors of St. John's
furor and controversy it would cause. Why
Wort are free to do as they please, make out- not so with St. John's Wort, if both subrageous claims, and sell dosages as large as stances have the same effect? One bottle of
they wish.
Oh, Happy Day contains two servings, for a
Since when does being "herbal" make total of 0.1 grams of St. .John's Wort per botsomething safe? Once the drug Ecstasy was tle. So then are ten bottles of Oh, Happy Day
banned, another commercially available drug' better than a damn? If "one cubic centimeter
called "Herbal Ecstacy" [sic] was heralded as cures ten gloomy sentiments," can one bottle
its substitute. The "natural" ingredients in of Oh, Happy Day cure a single gloomy senHerbal Ecstacy and its wide availability lead timent?
many to believe in the safety of the drug.
Mind-altering substances, herbal or not,
However, nothing could be farther from the should not be allowed to run rampant in our
truth. The drug, while containing plantfood and drink. Otherwise we enter into the
derived substances, is far more dangerous
kind of society predicted by Huxley nearly 70
than your garden variety mint sprigs. It has years ago, except that people drink a little
been cited in the death of at least one person, Fresh Samantha now and then instead of soma
and is responsible for adverse effects in hun- to escape from reality. It's a scary new world,
dreds of other people. Yet the FDA cannot indeed.

Scandal
Eric 1. Plosky
Most of us have heard stories of the lucky
guy. who found an original, mint-condition
G.I. Joe in his attic (or of the poor schmuck
whose mother unwittingly threw out a 1952
Mickey Mantle baseball card). It's exciting to
think that thousands of dollars may lurk somewhere in our piles of old crap.
Enter "Antiques Roadshow."
As is well known by now, the popular PBS
series travels the country with a passel of
antiques appraisers in tow, evaluating on the
spot trinkets ranging from Tiffany jewelry to
ancient Chinese pottery. There's a certain level
of excitement in watching a bow-tied expert
describe in detail the history of some knickknack, some significant entertainment in
watching a frowsy Midwesterner leaning over
the table, waiting to hear the final analysis.
Will the alleged Steiff teddy bear turn out to be
the real thing, or a cheap knock-off? Is it worth
a hundred dollars? A thousand? Ten thousand?
One famous segment involved a rather nondescript sword brought onto the show in 1997.
The owner claimedto haveused it, in his youth,
to slice watermelons. Appraiser George Juno
excitedly declaredthe sword a remarkableCivil
War find worth $35,000, and instructed the
bewildered owner to handle it in the future only
while wearing white gloves. This was classic
"Roadshow" - an unassuming piece of rust,
brought in by an owner who figured ''What the
hell; guess I'll see if this is worth anything,"
turns out to be a portableBrinks truck.
Trouble is, that quintessential segment was
faked. The Boston Herald recently investigated; turns out, the appraiser had orchestrated

Bang goes the myth of
((Roadshou/'? Is an orchestrated
appraisal tantamount to the
"Eoenty One" game-show
scandal of the 195Os?
the entire appraisal. This wasn't Joe Q. Public
stumbling onto an attic goldmine; this was a
scheme by a businessman to cook up some
free publicity for himself.
Bang goes the myth of "Roadshow"? Is the
Juno incident tantamount to the "Twenty
One" game-show scandal of the 1950s, which
revealed that contestants had been prepped in
advance?
It seems valid to compare "Roadshow" to
game shows; both depend upon the notion that
viewers can see themselves in the chair, ultimately walking away with vast quantities of
cash. In many ways, "Roadshow" is even
more appealing than ABC's hit Regis Philbin
show, "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?" though "Millionaire's" questions are mostly
moronic, it still seems inaccessible to viewers
who may nonetheless watch an episode of
"Roadshow" and then eye the family heirloom
in the china cabinet.
When the curtain is unexpectedly drawn
back, and the magic-making proved false,
there would seem little reason to continue
watching the show. Motivated to keep its hit
alive, and prodded by an embarrassed sponsor,
the Public Broadcasting Service soon moved
to declare the sword incident an anomaly; PBS
severed its contact with appraiser Juno, and
went as far as to edit his appearances out of
videotapes and reruns. "[Weare] committed to
protecting the reputation of 'Antiques Roadshow' and maintaining the trust of viewers,
public TV stations and funders," said Peter
McGhee, an executive at Boston-based station
WGBH, which produces "Roadshow."
Can we believe him? Just last week, the
Herald reported that WGBH had pulled
another segment; this one, due to be aired
soon, involved a 17th-century Milanese helmet supposedly worth $250,000. A general
"Roadshow" crackdown is now underway to
make sure that the Grover Cleveland correspondence and cast-iron 1890s penny banks
brought on the show really are hidden treasures, not publicity stunts.
I hope PBS is able to pull "Roadshow" from
scandal quicksand. After all, I'm only watching
to see if any of myoid crap might be worth
thousands. If some rube from Dullsvillecan trot
out a dusty old chair that turns out to be worth
ten grand, there's hope in all our attics.
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Operation Smile
Program Offers a Normal Life for Children
Born with Congenital Deformities'
By Anirban Nayak
What if you were born with cleft lips and
lived in a society where people with such
deformities are considered a curse?
That was the predicament
faced by a
Liberian girl. When she was born harelipped,
neighbors feared that she might bring bad luck
and suggested that she be abandoned in the
jungles. Mercifully, her family did not heed
the suggestion.
"Such cases are common in the developing
world," said plastic surgeon Lawrence Kurtzman, while addressing a group of MIT premedical students during the Independent
Activities Period.
In many developing countries where superstitions abound, people with congenital deformities are often stigmatized, and expensive
reconstructive surgery is usually not available
to them.
Then, in 1982, Operation Smile (OS) came
and brought some hope
to the afflicted.
This
organization, based in
Norfolk,
Virginia,
enabled a team of plastic surgeons, anesthesiologists, pediatricians,
opthalmoiogists,
dentists, and nurses, to visit
developing
countries
and perform medical
treatments,
including
reconstructive surgery,
at no. charge to the
patients.
Dr. Kurtzman has
been involved with os
since 1986. He has been on 15 medical mis, sions thus far in places such as the Philippines, Vietnam, Liberia, Ghana, Kenya,
Columbia, and Nicaragua. For the last six
years, Kurtzman
has served as OS team
leader, performing hundreds of surgeries on
children with deformities. These operations
have enabled many young people to come out
of seclusion, attend school, and lead more
normal lives.
.
. Kurtzman's
team visits the developing
world usually once or twice a year for about
two weeks at a time. The team members work
hard, putting in 14-hour days and performing
some 150 surgeries. Usually they correct cleft

lips and palates and graft skin onto burn victims. However, during some of his visits,
Kurtzman
has also rectified
syndactyl
(webbed) fingers, removed obtrusive tumors
from people's faces, and rebuilt facial parts
destroyed by diseases.
Sometimes a person's deformities are so
severe that he will need several complicated'
operations. One such case involved a teenage
boy from the Philippines.
''His entire nose and upper lip were eaten
away by a combination of infection and malnutrition," said Kurtzman. The boy was flown
to the US to undergo extensive reconstructive
surgery.
"He went back to the Philippines [and]
became kind of a hero in his community.
Since then he has gotten married, has had children, and has become one of our biggest
-THE TECH
advocates in ~hat country. It was really excitDr. Lawrence Kurtzman of Operation Smile.
ing to see such a dramatic change in his life,"
countries lack the funds for new supplies.
added Kurtzman.
"Here [in US hospitals] everything is disThe good work
posable, everything is thrown away. What we
that the OS team does
throwaway in a day here, they'll use it there
in developing counfor months," maintained Kurtzman. In one Filtries is not limited to
ipino hospital, for example, used disposable
surgery. One of its
I
gloves are washed, repaired, sterilized, and
jobs
is dispelling
reused.
native superstitions on
What is more frustrating to the team than
congenital
deformithe adverse working conditions is that it canties. In addition,
it
not operate on, everyone who seeks its help.
must often educate
There simply isn't enough manpower or time
the locals on nutrition
to accommodate everyone during a two-week
and dental hygiene.
II
Furthermore,
Kurtzstay.
Despite the obstacles, Kurtzman loves visman's team frequently
iting and working in the developing world. He
finds itself teaching
said, "It's just so interesting to go to these
local
doctors
and
countries, not from a medical standpoint, but
nurses various 'operatfrom a humanitarian standpoint and from a
ing techniques and procedures so that they can
psychosocial standpoint - just to meet people
continue to help patients after the OS team
and see what the rest ofthe world's like."
departs.
Kurtzman added that the people in develWhile in the developing world, the OS suroping countries are some of the friendliest and
geons work under conditions that are far from
ideal. Accustomed to working in the best of
that they tend to be very creative with limited
facilities in the US and with the latest technolresources.
He also maintained,
"Being
ogy, this team must adapt to working in overinvolved with Operation Smile has been one
crowded hospitals with poor ventilation and ' of the most rewarding experiences in my life."
equipment. In fact, once during a blackout,
Kurtzman had to perform surgery with the aid
Operation Smile is a charitable organizaof flashlights right in the hospital hallway.
tion that depends primarily on corporate
Moreover, 'the equipment with which the
sponsorships. For more information or to get
OS surgeons have to operate is often recycled.
involved, contact its Boston chapter at 951'
This is because many hospitals in developing , 1162.

"Here [in US hospitals]
everything is disposable
. everything is thrown
awa~ What we throw
away in ~ day here, they'l!
use it there for months.
-

Lawrence Kurtzman

This Week in MIT History
On April 30, 1991 the Saferide shuttle van service began. The
Tech ran the following story describing th'e new pr,
. Since

then, Saferide has expanded to
Cambridg~
.

the
Students,
By the
Students
For

uttles cov

Beginning next Mon
. be primarily responsible for pro
, in marked police cruisers.
That day marks the debut of
Ride," which will offer members
night between campus, perimeter
living groups.
"We're starting this as a pilot
'92; co-chair of the Undergrad
Committee, which proposed
, expected the shuttle service
. gl
essful."
The 12-passenger van will cover territory similar to what is

n 6 p.m. and 3 a.m. Sunday
Thursday to Saturday, Singer
ice is 253-2997.
y the Department of Housing
rovo t' ffice will bear opera1
e,' according to Provost
pected costs for the first
ovide radio equipment and

TECH FILE PHOTO

Saferlde has been saving students a cold walk across the Harvard Bridge since 1991.

"We hope it's used," Wrighton said.
"The cost per ride is better when it's
used."
Glavin said the van will take some
load off the Campus Police officers.
"With the other things they had to do,
they just couldn't keep up," she said The
officers will continue 'to provide escort
service outside the hours of shuttle operation.
If the shuttle is as successful
as
Singer hopes, more vans will be purchased, she said. Set routes and times
will be arranged as well. Until then, MIT
students, faculty and staff can enjoy oncall service, she added.
The shuttle service had been delayed
repeatedly over recent months by complications in the hiring procedures for drivers and trouble finding vans of the correct size. The safety committee stipulated
last year that drivers not have a criminal
record of any kind,. said Judith L.
Yanowitz '91, co-chair of t.he committee.

Nightline Provides
Counseling,
Information, and
Support Services
By Aaron D. Mihalik
ASSOCIATE FEATURES EDITOR

Since its start on
November
1, 1978,
Nightline
has been
providing the community with listening and
information
services
through their hotline.
From 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.,
two nightline staffers
are waiting
to take
calls from the- MIT
community.
Nightline receives
two types of calls -.
"information"
calls
and "listening"
or
"counseling"
calls.
While the number of
calls varies throughout
the year,
typically
Nightline receives lO15 information
calls
and "maybe 2" serious
calls a night, said a
Nightline student coordinator, who preferred
to remain anonymous.
Serious
calls range
from "students being
stressed out" to calls
that deal with "serious
issues - as serious as
suicide," the coordinator said.
"There is a huge
range of reasons that
people might call up,"
said
Kimberly
G.
McGlothin, the primary advisor for Nightline and the Assistant Dean of Counseling
and Support Services. People can call up to
talk about a number of topics including
"depression, academic stress, [or] difficulties
with relationships,"
said McGlothin.
Or
"anything that might be giving a person difficulty."
If a caller is seeking counseling, Nightline provides them with an anonymous and
confidential place to talk. Also, Nightline is
completely student staffed. "We recognize
that we are not professionals," said the coordinator.
But we "try to talk the person
through the situation ... and we do our best
to understand
what the person is going
through."
People can also call Nightline to ask for
information. "It can be anything [like] the
phone number of some other resource on campus," said McGlothin.

DEF

3

TUV

8

TUV

8

OPER

0

OPER

0

Anonymity

and secrecy

Nightline continues to keep its reputation
as a very secret organization. Over the years,
Nightline has moved locations and changed its
phone number several times to retain its secrecy. The reason why Nightline remains secretive is "not because we want to be a secret
organization,"
said the' coordinator,
but
because "anonymity is crucial to the work we
are doing."
The identity of the Nightline listeners is
protected and kept private. This privacy "adds
to the sense of safety and anonymity on both
ends," said McGlothin. Having the identity of
the listeners kept private is for listeners' protection. Nightline is available to people outside of the MIT community. "One of the concerns '" is the safety and the comfort of the
NIghtlIne, Page 8
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ight ine Provides Confidentiality, Anonymity
Nightllne,

from Page 7

staffers," said McGlothin.
ot publishing
Nightline's location and the identity of the listeners is important to retain that security, said
McGlothin.
Also, the listener does' not know the identity of the caller. During the advent of Automatic umber Identification (caller ill), Nightline
wrote a number of letters to The Tech, stressing that their phones are not. equipped with
this feature. "Our phones are unable to give us
any information regarding a caller's identity,"
read a letter published in 1989.
A Nightline member ''will never talk about
something that happens in a call outside of
Nightline," said the coordinator. ''No records
are kept, and nothing will ever leave Nightline."
Several weeks of training
A Nightline listener is required to complete a substantial amount of training before
he or she is allowed to receive calls. Also, all
Nightline listeners are required to periodically attended workshops to review and learn
new skills. Generally, the initial training lasts
for several weeks and is "pretty intensive,"
said McGlothin. The training is "broad ...
[and] it covers a lot of types of different
issues."
The more experienced staffers teach the
initial training period. The experienced
staffers consult with the Mental Health professionals before training new staffers. "The

training has been established and running well
for quite some time," said
cGlothin. "The
actual training is run by the students."
Most of the training is done through roleplaying exercises. After recording a mock session, an experienced listener critiques the
trainees and teaches them "how to listen ... in
a way that [Nightline] feels is helpful and
appropriate," said the coordinator.
Additionally, the trainee is provided with
information on "different issues and different approaches
to taking calls," said the
coordinator. The initial training is "a combination of reading the information
... and
practicing taking calls in the mock setup."
The other main component of the training is
to learn how to search for information for a
caller.
However, the training does not end there.
Listeners attended weekly meetings with an
advisor and several other Nightline listeners to
review topics. These advisors include professors around
T and prof; si
' the
Mental Heal
Department. t MIT Medical.
These sessions provide listeners with a place
to talk about a difficult call. "I can tell [the
group] about my call," said the coordinator.
And the members of the session can ''tell me
what I could have done better."
Also, listeners have to participate in two
half-day training seminars during a semester.
During these sessions a speaker will come to
discuss a particular
issue that Nightline
receives calls about. For instance, a speaker
might be an expert in "suicide, eating disor-

SometIi to

feel good

ders or any
McGlothin.

number

of things,"

said

ightline is advised
Nightline receives support from the Dean's
office and the Mental Health Department.
Although Nightline has a large pool of faculty
and mental health professionals to draw from,
it remains very much a student organization.
The individuals who advise Nightline are
members of the MIT faculty or the Mental
Health Department. ''They've always had those
people as resources," said McGlothin "But the
philosophy of Nightline is, and always has
been, that it's very much student run."
McGlothin said that she does not involve
herself in many of Nightline's operations, but
serves "as a back up and to provide supervision," and to "meet with the coordinators ...
to go over issues that have come up."
"All of the decisions are made by students," said the coordinator. Except for some
advice and financial support, "everything is
student run and student staffed."
Do

Why igbtline is needed
Nightline is one of the many resources that
students can use if they are need of any type
of mental health service. Although students
can turn to Counseling and Support Services
or the Medical Department
for support,
"Nightline is unique in that is it anonymous
and confidential," said McGlothin.
Also, ''Nightline is something that you can
immediately pick up the phone and decide that

I:t.

you want to talk to somebody." Nightline is a
resource for many people ''who might not be
sure yet if they are ready to go and get some
kind of help," said McGlothin.
They "might have an easier time calling
and talking to someone anonymously." Also,
Nightline
listeners are students and this
"offers a perspective ... that is different from
going and talking to a professional,"
said
McGlothin.
To join Nigbtline
Currently, Nightline is made up of 30 students. It is composed. of both undergraduates
as well as graduate students. "We're always
looking for new people," said the coordinator.
If a student is interested in joining Nightline,
he or she should call and let the listener know
his or her intentions. The listener will answer
any questions that the caller might have about
the program,
Then they set up a face-to-face interview
with some of the staffers and advisors. The
interview
is a "fairly lengthy interview
process," said McGlothin. People who are
selected as listeners find it a ''very cool way to
help the MIT community," said the coordinator. Also, Nightline listeners volunteer their
time - they do not get paid.
The number for Nightline on-campus is
x3-88oo. This number is often times referred
to as "Def Tuv Tuv Oper Opec" (referring to
the set of letters corresponding to each number on a touch tone phone). The number from
offcampus is (617) 253-8800.

Lessons That
Will Last
.A LifetiRle.
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put that college .degree to use by enrolling into 'the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. Formore on how to qualjfy
and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1-800-423-USAF,or visit our website at
www.airfurce.com
wWw.airforce.com

.;::;====~:>

BuyBoxes.com's Student Pak
has everything you need:
2 small boxes (16"x12"x12")

5 medium

boxes (18"x18"x16")

2 large boxes (18"x18"x24")
PLUS 110 yards of tape
Reusable tape dispenser
60 feet of bubble wrap
Big thick box marker

With this ad only:

$39~44.95

Be sure to mention the code below

Check out the MIT Orthodox -.
Christian Fellowship hornepage or
our board in the infinite corridor for'
answers to questions such as:
-Where can I-go to Church?
-What is the schedule?
-Wasn't Holy Week last week?
http://web.mit.edu/ocf
Do you have any questions? Need a
ride to church? Contact us at:
orthodox -acl @init.edu
or call John at
(617) 225-9818
Also ...join us for vespers

on Bright Wednesday at

MIT Coupon Code #43514

Visit us online or call 1-800..:422-1353

6PM ...see the schedule on
the webpage for details.
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ACROSS
1 Good day, Yves
8 Sen. Kennedy
11 Sack
14 Daughter of King
Minos
15 A Gershwin
16 Notable period
17 Least illuminated
18 Blighted tree
19 Edge
20 Large quantity
21 Raging
23 Offense or
. defense, e.g.
24 Buikjing branch
25 Hilf or Loos
26 Internet
27 Visualize
28 Lad< of definition
32 Use a razor
33 Monotonously
undlanging
34 Pretentiously
creative

37
39'
40'
42
44
46
49

Deflects
Itsy-bitsy
.._ Knowledge"
Conical condo
Speculative
Org. of Couples.
Fruitdrink

50 Chestnut-andwhite horses
,
Early car maker
Mold, mildew and
smut
Pealed
Be in poor health
Califomia fort
Lettuce choice
Golfer's gadget
Old cloth
'
Four-time Indy
winner
Newman movie,
Look over
Augusta National
event

51 Compete
I

52
54
55
56
57
58
60

61
62
63
64
65

,DOWN
l'Emblems'

2 ,Baltimore
ballplayer

3 'spry
4 Tight spots
5 Pindaric ,"

6 'The _ Molly
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22

23
25

26
29
30

Brown"
Goqet
Man"s jewelry
Perry's penner
Hoover, e.g.
Thiamine
defidency
Desiccated
Sports event
Heed
Legislative
body
Cinder
Take first
Neig,bor of Cuba
Sat. follower

31 Piqpen
32 Church
gatherings
34 Dissemblance
35 Collegiate cheer
36 Used

a foot

3

14
17
20

pedal

24

41 Exis1
43 Evanston's
transp.
45 Travel with
difficulty
46 Commendation
47 Ordnance officer
48 Enrages
52 Curse
53 Stead
54 Ravel
55 Lose control of a
tirade
57 Bauxite, e.g.
59 Rock or Blues,
e.g.

27

38 Metric unit •

56
60

1999 Tribune Media Services,
All rights reserved,

Inc.
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@eu
The story
so far ...
To understand
what goes on in
the mysterious
world of
professors,
students are
planning to send in
an infiltrator ...
...codename

Okay, Omega, we need to
figure out which dept.
you can fit in best. Let's
hear you .tolk about
Physics.
Like, what's the deal
with protons always
repelling each other?
Seems to me like the
jerks need a good
butt-whipping'

Brain science ...

Computer science ...

.Old Brain science
it is'

I can never figure out
how to pronounce binary
numbers. Like, is 01001
pronounced 'oinoooin
or what?'
I

OMEGA'

"Ok ••.Iooks like we're ready for just about any kind of
disaster you can think of! We've got our ghetto blaster for
rockin tunes, an Etch-a-sketch for when we get bored
waiting for the. pollee to show up, one lunch box we can
all fight over, and a monocular for spying on the neighbors
so we know who to steal from when the riots start •••.Sally,
don't think we aren't-going to see you pick your nose."
I

•

ENTRY LEVEL
V.C. A ALYST

Summer Jobs
omputer Graphics and Special Effects?
two positions for
er interns who
n video and graphi
oftware. As an
w
0
evelo'
co
nents for
n
T alum.

Needed
Reports directly to President

Call (617) 267-2900
Kenmore Square area

www.borisfx.com

- 381 Congress

St. - (617)451-9900
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by Scott Adams
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of Councillors
By Dana Levine
ASSOCJATE

'EWS EDITOR

The Undergraduate Association
defeated legislation at last night's
Council meeting which would have
allowed for the direct election of
UA Councillors.
The bill, co-authored by Christopher R. Rezek '99 and newly-elected Vice President Mendel Chuang

'02, would have replaced the current
model of councillor election with a
standardized system overseen by the
UA. The current ystem allows each
dorm and the Interfraternity Council
to elect their representatives through
a method of their own choice.
The motion failed by an 8-7-5
vote, but was eventually tabled for
the next VA council meeting.

Rezek drew a hi torical comparison to the 18th amendment, which
switched selection of U.S. Senators
from the state legislatures to popular
vote. "I think that proportional voting has a track record for representing what people really think," he
said.
Chuang believes that making the
timing of elections uniform "will

get more people to vote."
Rezek said the bill failed
because 'there was a lot of confusion around it." Discussion of the
motion led to a number of amendments, including one which would
have split the nine IFC representatives into five elected by FSILG
members and four selected by the
IFC Council.
While the bill originally proposed popular election of IFC representatives by FSILG members, the
IFC has traditionally appointed its
members and was reluctant to give
up this power.

"The thing that you have to
remember is that they are not IFC
councillors. They are councillors
representing residential ,fSILGs,"
said UA President
Matthew L.
McGann '00. "The IFC has jurisdiction over the residential and nonresidential ILG system and their
input will be important."
McGann is hopeful that the bill
can be revised over the next few
weeks to become a viable piece of
legislation. "I hope that we can make
some compromises and be able to
solve the problems that the UA council currently has," McGann said
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Petition, Protesters
Preserve McDennott
Protest, from Page 1

Outgoing Undergraduate Association President Matthew L. McGann
'00 was more conciliatory in his
view of the administration's conduct, saying that he was "pleased
that the administration, after making
an initial blunder in not communicating with the MIT community, is
stepping back to look at the iss~e."

but I didn't expect them to be so
clueless [about student concerns],"
Sarwate said.
The 11:00 a.m. meeting between
Department of Facilities representatives and student protest leaders led
to a tentative agreement to move the
temporary offices to a paved area of
the courtyard, thus preserving the Protests last day and night
Students actually began gatherDot.
Dayal also was critical of the ing on McDermott Court Sunday
administration response, saying that night, when residents of East Camshe felt Vest "gave [the protesters] pus pitched a tent on the Dot and
the runaround" when he arrived to camped out overnight to prevent
speak with protesters early Monday early-morning construction.
About 50 protesters had gathered
morning.
on the Dot by 6:00 a.m. to continue
, Andrew G. BroQ~ G, a ~duate
resid~;r U or at ggmo'lj. (;u§e, was the effort, armed with posters and
exuberant after seeing the grassroots T-shirts created during the night.
support for keeping the Dot, adding Originally, the protest was intended
that the protest "is part of a larger to keep construction crews from .
malaise that students expound on tearing up the grass, but work had
been called off beforehand.
campus."
Students kept the protest alive
Senior House resident Donna T.
Wroblewski '00 said that she came throughout the day, urging passersto protest because she was "sick of by to join the fight. Supporters outside the student body included
MIT students taking it up the ass:'
adding that she believes MIT has a . Course 12 faculty, whose Green
long way to go in restoring its credi- Building offices overlook the Dot,
bility with students and the commu- and staff members at Walker
Memorial,
nity.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Administrative

• For Sale
FOR SALE original Surrealist
and
existentialist
oil paintings.
Indian
Globe Art Gallery (formerly a restaurant) 744 Mass. Ave. Cambridge
(next to Middle East Restaurant).
Hours are Wed. to Sun . .12:00-5:30
P.M. plus open house on Thursday
from 5:30-9: P.M. Tel 617-441-5338
Two Bedroom 1121 square foot condominium for sale at Towne Lyne
House in Brighton on Newton line.
Central Air, parking space, pool, balcony, live-in super. Bell Atlantic DSL
ready. $.195k call 6.17-566-6966

Assistant/Secretary

needed

in research

defects)

at Mass General Hospital.

office

(birth

Prefer 2 or 3 days a week.

Salary

based on exp-erience. Call Dr. Lewis

Information Technology
& Engineering

Holme 617-726-1742

.'nfonnatlon

CAREER EVE T

NEED A PLACE TO STORE YOUR
STUFF FOR THE SUMMER?

New

Self-Storage

Con-

trolled,

Facility.

Secure.

Climate

Steps

Meet face-to-face

from the T.

with local, regional & national companies

Brighton' Self-Storage 617-739-4401,
1360 Commonwealth
EGG DONORS NEEDED!! Desperately
wanted by infertile, hopeful parents.
All races needed. Ages 21-30. Compensation
$5,000.
Please call:
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry at
(800) 886-9373 or visit www.fertilityoptions.com
Researchers at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center seek subjects
who have had unprotected sex within
the last 72 hours for a study evaluating a medication to prevent pregnancy from occurring.
Benefits include
• study medication at no charge, $100
stipend,
and the possibility
of
decreased
side effects compared
with more commonly used emergency
contraceptives.
For more information
call 667-2254.
Get $2()..$120 an hour viewing internet
ads.
Free
signup.
http://www.bepaid.com/users.rhtml?
REFID=.10032855
Make $20 just to subscribe to a free
ezine & $5 for each referral. Remem.ber to put zlogvz as the referrer's 10
, and jusUpooki@aol.com
as referrers
email
address
http://www.myemag.com
WORKINBOSTON.COM
JOB FAIR
Attention MIT Student and sooo-toBe-Recent Grads! Attend a Job Fair
sponsored by WORKINBOSTON.com!
Over 50 companies
and organizations hiring for summer and permanenet positions!
Monday, May
1st at the Sheraton Boston Hotel and
Towers Grand Ballroom
10a.m. 4:30 p.m. Call 617/367-3663
or
visit www.workinboston.com
for more,"
info!

Ave., Brighton-

selfstorage@yahoo.com
ADOPTION: Let us fill your baby's life
with

love and happiness.

father

to love,

Expenses

care

and nurture.

paid. Call Terry & Bob 1-

800-652-6183

Wyndham Westbof?ugh, 5400 Computer Drive, Westborough, MA

LOOKING FOR SUMMER
Cambridge,

Household projects and yard work in
Wellesley. Transportation
available.
Pays $12 per hour. Call LBHolmes at
781-237-9313

SUBLETS

June-August.

Must be

furnished.

1 bedroom/studio,

800/month

2 bedroom,

2000/month.

Parking a "plus. Please

email Melissa

$600$1500-

an~ Emily at mnuss-

baum@mainspring.com
CAM-eENTRAL

SQUARE: LUXURY 3

0/0,

HIGH CEILINGS,
HEAT/AIR,

CENT~AL

HUGE.

@(617)905-6428,

CALL

TIM

R.E.

• Travel
PO~T FINAL' PARTYIMay
days,

4 nights. in sunny

14-18

5

Bahamas

Includes roundtrip air & transfers,

4

nights

hotel

&

taxes

Starting

accommodations
at $399

AJIenbrook Division of AMS • ArrAy Incorporated'. An'owPoint Communications • Avid Technology
• Broadband Access Systems, Inc. • CGU Insurance • CONCERO • Comected Corporation • EMC
Corporation • EDS • Exodus Communications, Inc. • Foliage Software Systems • Harte-Hanks
Data Technologies • lOX Systems Corporation • Infotech Contract Services • Kforce.com
• KLA- Tencor • Lockheed Martin • Medtronic AVE • NaviSite, a CMGI Company • New England
Recruiters, Inc. • Nor1eI Networks • On Display Cambridge, MA • Premier Systems Integrators, U.C
• PRI Automation, Inc. • Raytheon • Staples Inc. • TAC EngineeringIEOP Contract Services
• TCC- Technical Commooications Corporation • 1l1e TJX Compa!"ies • Arinc, Inc.
(Most positions require at least 2,+ years experience)

Positions Available:

AND 4 BED APTS. AVAILABLE 9/1.

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
• Programmers • Project Managers • Sr. Architects & Developers • E Business Developers • E-Commerce I Web
Develo~
• Architects! Developers • Business Process Analysts • Sr. Analysts I Consultants • Technical Support
Representative.
Software Engineers.
Programmer I Analysts • Systems Engineers • Capacity & Perfonnance Engineer
• Software Test Analyst • Network security • Data I L:ogical Modelling • Visual Basic • Visual C++ • Lotus Notes I
Domino Development.
COMIDCOM Objects • Oracle Developer 2000 • ASP • JAVA • MTS • C/C++ • RACF • EDt
ENGINEERING
• Mechanical.
Electrical , Indusbial • 8ectronic
• Computer Science • Welding Engineer • Product
Engineer.
Sr. Project Engineer • Project Engineer • Field Support Engineer • Process Control
Systems I Automation Engineers • Lead Electronic Technician • Engineer Technician
• Product Design.
Electronic Controls .Performance
• Product Development
• Applied Mechanics • Software
.

Call 1-800-

GET-SUN1
for info
<
e "

1/

..

~

BE FLEXIBLE ••• SAVE
SPERM DONOR WANTED: Single,
financially-secure 39 year old woman
seeks sperm donation from BRILLIANT man. Must be caucasian male,
over 5'10". Compensation available.
Please respond to JWILL131@hotmail.com

Happily

married couple wishes to adopt new"
' JhJhJ
bom. FY.l!-~Im.r£l1other and successful

$169

WORLDWIDE!!
$199

$$$Europe

+ taxes) CHEAP FARES

(o/w

Mexico/Caribbean

(r/t' + taxes)

Call:

800-326-

2009 www.4cheapair.com

"AdvertIsIng Policy
ads are due at 4:30 p.m.

Classified

two days before day of publication,

and

must be prepaid and accompanied

by a

Researchers at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center seek subjects
who have had unprotected sex within
, the last 72 hours for a study evaluating a medication to prevent pregnancy from occurring.
Benefits include
study medication at no cha~e, $100
stipend. and the possibility
of
decreased
side effects compared
with more commonly used emergency
contraceptives.
For more information
call 667-2254.

complete

address

and phone number.

Send or bring ads, with payment,

to

W20483,(84 Mass. Ave., Room 483,
Cambridge, MA 02139). Account numbers for MIT departments
Sorry, no "personaloffice
(fax:

ads. Contact our
at 258-8324

for more details

258-8226)

accepted.

DANA-FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE
IN HOUSE JOB FAIR!

or

ads@the-

tech.mit.edu.

Thursday, April. 27th, 5-7pm

$5 per insertion per unit of 35 words.

,Opportunities in Research, Clinical Trials, Data Management,
Fundraising ... And more!
Bring yourself, a friend and your resume to:
The Dana-Farber Main Lobby at
44 Binney Street, Boston, MA 02115

sponsored b1 WorkinBoston.com

Submit your resume for the chance to win a $50.00 gift certificat
to the Harvard Coop!

Over -;0 Gom,panie&~ or ganization&
hiring for summer ~ permanent Po&ition&'
.
Mona,. MIf. 2.000,
~ton
& "ton
tel irTo"""

Gnncl &

"0a"room

.loa .m. - 4:-'0p .m. '
t:a\\ (,n/3(,1- 3(,(,3 or
vi&it ~ww. ~or"inbo&ton.Gom for more info'

'www .dfci.harvard.edu
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.Ifi'"
REEL ·B·IG
FISH.
This Friday
7:30 p.m.
Johnson Athletics Center
More 'info:

Tickets are going
. fast - get yOtl rs
today!

lin,:!/well.miLetlu/s,tin, .

Tickets in advance
$7 MIT Community
$12 non-MIT College Students with ID
On sale now at The Source
Student Center, l Oam-Spm
MIT Metal Detector Event
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Lack of Direct Communication Fratemdies Continue
From Facilities Irks Students Hosting Rush Events
Spring Rush, from Page 1

McDennott

Court, from Page 1

close to their labs."
Sirianni acknowledged that students and faculty would be adversely affected by the project. 'It's very
problematic," she said. "We understand this is going to be a real tough
one for the community for a long
time. It's very disruptive."

that did not involve tearing up the
lawn.
"We've considered a number of
alternatives over the last six months,"
Sirianni said. "This is an enormously
difficult project to do." McDennott
court was selected because of its
proximity to Building 18.
Students informed at last minute
"We're displacing the faculty," .
The first major announcement of
Sirianni said. "We're trying to keep
the construction
was an e-mail
all of the labs intact." Office space
Davis sent to an administrative
will be converted
to laboratory
mailing list last Friday.
space as needed, and offices will be
"Ruth Davis notified the commurelocated to the TFOs.
nity over the administrative query
"The idea is to create office
on Friday, and it was in anticipation
space adjacent to the building and
of people being out there and knowhave a' covered walkway into the
ing that th
.. e
.
building,", Sirianni. said. "It will be
run in ec a,
irianni sal .

Intemet

However, the story about the
McDermott construction was not
planned until this Wednesday, after
work was scheduled to begin.
Davis' announcement said that
"on this coming Monday, April 24th,
the circle in McDennott Court ... will
have its sail removed in preparation
for the temporary faculty offices that
will be placed there in early May.
These 'TFOs' will remain there for
the three-year period that the build. ing will be under construction."
Sirianni said that the project
involved "the complete renovation
of that building" and that three years
would be necessary because the
building will remain two-thirds
occupied. Construction is scheduled
to begin late this summer.

Videq for the 21st Century

Serious Hackers and other Deep Thinkers:
The Research and Development group at ON2.COM is seeking applicants for
several open positions. ON2.COM is a Silicon Alley (NY, NY) technology leader
in broadband internet video; check us out at <http://www.on2.com/>
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The R&D group is responsible for development of the next generation of video
encoding technology. We are seeking individuals of exceptional ability and
skills to join our multidisciplinary effort. Relevant areas of experience ·include:
image/signal processing, induding wavelets and Fourier analysis
computer graphics
multivariate statistics
pattern recognition
advanced computer science
machine vision
computational neuroscience
multimedia programming (esp. Linux)
conventional video compression (OCT, wavelets, etc)
Linux network administration
Linux hardware administration
parallel and distributed computation
low-cost supercomputer construction and configuration

__ ._-

An un~ergraduate degree in science, engineering, or mathematics is preferred
but not necessanv required. Candidates with advanced degrees are also
welcome.
Email applicationstoAlanRojer.DirectorofR&D.<rojer@on2.com>.
plain
text (ascii) nn~. Binary submissions will not be acknowledged. "Further
information is available at <http://info.on2.com/jobs/rnd_index.htm
I>.
For information about opportunities in other departments at On2.com please
e-mail resume/CVto<recruiting@on2.com>.

hosting individual events. Theta Xi
had a pinball event and a Red Sox
game last weekend. Andrew D.
Berkheimer '01, rush chair for the
fraternity,
said that "a few guys
came to both, which was about what
he expected."
Berkheimer
emphasized
that

Theta Xi's spring rush was targeted
primarily at getting underclassmen
interested so that they could rush in
the fall.
Other fraternities, such as Alpha
Epsilon Pi, chose not to participate
in the IFC spring rush. AEPi has no
plans for recruitment on its own this
spring, according to AEPi Rush
Chair Jordan S. Adler '01.
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s
Tons 01 munchies,
desserts and drinks
Dance to Hip-Hop,
Club, and Reggae Music.

...

S r

THIS s.tunl.~,April 2·9, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Stratton Student Center • 84 Mass. Ave
web. mit. edu/spring

Council 7i"(/re!
______

America's
Travel
~

tu

Leader
for
50 years

ent
over

FLYT0
L0NDON VIRGIf\J

Purchase a roundtrip flight to London on Virgin Atlantic
Airways' and a Busabout Pass, and receive. a free
--,.. ..London . • bus pass [London- Paris- London].
Retail value $51.
'

StudenY!!:ll!'R!~!?:~~t!~
!
1Eo~~~cn'(TC
required; age restrictions may apply. No fares are gua-anteed.

eal for more details.

Drawing
Painting
Watercolor.
Glass Working

and more ...

*~* MIT

h n.

At campus.Ho~Dispatch~com.
Is your brain full of HTML, Java, or c/c++?
Is ·Unux' your middle name?
campus.HotOispatch.com
<XJn tum that knowledge into cash!
HotOispatch is the online marketplace where people buy and sell
technical expertise. Requesters post their questions with a price /
they'll pay for on answer. Providers (that's you, genius!)
,
respond online with answers, and lea-chingl you're making
money. from your dorm room. When you want. Without
commitment. For free.
Transacting services online is the wave of the future and
HotOispatch gets you in on the ground floor. The opportunities
are limitless. Want to ask ~ qUestion? Use our $25
spending credit. Want a class notes exchange?
You got it! And did we mention we're hiring?
Join the HoIDispatch revolution. Register by
3/31/00 and you' I be automatica Iy entered
into the $75,000 HoIDispatch Sweepstakesl
(See campus.hotdispatch.com

for details.)

UNDERGRADUATES

***

Cross-register at

Mass College of Art
or

The School of the
Museum of Fine Arts
Fall 2000
Through an exchange program between MIT
and the Massachusetts College of Art and The
School. of the Museum of Fine Arts, up to 10
MIT undergraduates per semester (5 at each .
school) will be able to cross-register for
selected courses at each of these two
nationally-recognized institutions. All courses
graded passIDlfail.
Application Deadline: May 12, 2000'
Applications available at the Student Services
Ctr (Rm 11-120), Architecture H9 (Rm 7-337),
or Visual Arts Program (Rm N51-315)
beginning April 21.
For more information call 253-5229
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Krugman

Advised
President
On 1hlde
Krugman,

from Page I

some of his economic views. He
favors strong unions, education to
improve workers' skills, and government redistribution of income to
reduce inequality.
Krugman came under fire for
some of his views, including his
theory that the global economy only
has a limited effect on the U.S.
"If an op-ed or column does not
greatly upset a substantial number
of people, the author has wasted the
space," Krugman said on his web
site.
Blanchard
said, "That's his
strength
to express
strong
views."
Krugman was unavailable
for
comment.

THE GSC AND JOSTENS PROUDLY PRESENTS THE NEWLY
DESIGNED OFFICIAL MIT GRADUATE RING
The very first official MIT Graduate ring was designed by graduate students
for graduate students. Come by the following location and a Jostens Rep will
assist you with our ring order;
April 24-26
April 27-28
May 1,2

11-5pm
11-5pm
11-5pm

Sloan Business School
MIT/Kendall COOP
Lobby 10

~ItAf . ri'hgs"are avar able in 10K, 14K, 18K gold, in 4 crown sizes; petite, small,

medium, large.

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO OWN YOUR MIT
GRADUATE RING.
.

The MIT-Germany Program
Cordially invites you to a talk on:

"Strategic Airline Alliances
in the Airline Industry - .
Value Creation in the 21st Century"
by

.

Thomas Sattelberger
Vice President, Products and Service,

Lufthansa German
Airlines
.Date: Friday, April 28
Time: 4 p.m.
Location: E51-395
Open to the public!
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Young MIT Team Scores Surprising Upsets
By Yu-Im Loh
and Andrew Campbell
TEAM MEMBERS

Just two weeks after its intercollegiate debut, the MIT Kendo Club
was at it again, this time on the
home court of Du
Pont against
the

Harvard-Radcliffe
Kendo Club this
past Saturday. The
prize
was
the
Himeno Cup, named in honor of the
dedicated instructor of both clubs,
Junji Himeno, who is presently a
visiting scholar at Harvard's Reischauer Institute and is a highly
ranked 7-dan master of the art of
kendo.
Anxious to make this inaugural
tournament a success, both clubs put
their best foot forward in the first
ever kendo contest held at MIT. The
event saw eighteen Harvard kendo
players compete against ten MIT
players. Of the 10 MIT kendoists,

The ev"nt was honored by the
presence of Professor Shige:ru
Miyagawa at MIT, who will be

tJi~'MIT

KendoCluh's

faculty

advisot'.

three were in their debut tomnament
appearance, and five in their second
competition.
While MIT fought
valiantly, Harvard's more experienced club prevailed.
Fighting begins
The fITSt match set the tone for
the competition. Cyrus Eyster '98,
in his first time in bogu (armor),
fought Harvard sempo Tara McAllister in a disciplined yet spirited
performance.
A major upset
occurred in the second match when
MIT's Hani U. Shakeel, graduate
student in Technology
& Policy,
won his match, striking two surprise
"men" (head) points in only his second time training in "bogu," the
protective body armor necessary for
advanced training.
In another highlight, one of the
ladies of MIT's Kendo club, fresh'man Chin- Yan Wong scored an
upset point against her much larger,
more powerful male opponent, thus
illustrating how technique and spirit
prevails over brute force in Kendo.
Harvard's
combined
score
ensured that the first MITKC vs.
HRKC Himeno Cup would travel
up Mass Ave. this year, but if Sat-

ROSHAN BALlGA-THE

Men's Lacrosse Snips Babson So'1

UPCOMING HOME EVENT

Victory Over Rival Babson Aw~ds Engineers Pilgrim League Playoff Berth
By Justin M. Verdirame
TEAM MEMBER

The men's lacrosse team kept its
playoff hopes alive with an exciting
8- 7 victory over Babson this Saturday on the turf.
Long stick middie
Chris Wilmer '02
made a game-saving strip with 4 seconds left to preserve
the victory.
The
Engineers moved to 6-3 and 2-1 in
conference standing. The offense
was led by attackman
Matt Van
Home '02, who had 3 goals and four
assists on the day. The defense was
led by Charles A. Toye '00, who
limited Babson's leading scorer Brad
Otis to one goal and two assists.
MIT starts game strong
Five minutes into the game, MIT
opened the scoring with goals by
attackman Rick Chang '01 and midfielder Kurtis McKenney '01, just
25 seconds apart. Midfielder/attackman Eli Weinberg '02 got his only
goal of the day when he beat AllAmerican
defenseman
Brian
Fitzgerald
and put the ball past
goalie Paul DeFina. Babson was
able to answer with two goals on
feeds to the crease. MIT extended
the lead to 4-2 when Van Home fed
fellow attackman Pascal Rettig '01
for a goal with just 18 seconds
remaining in the first. ..
Babson tied the game at 3-3
early in the second quarter when
Scott Hoffman swept to his right
and stuck it past MIT goalie Justin
Verdirame '00. Kurtis McKenney's
second goal of the day with 10:03
remaining put the Engineers in the
lead again. Babson Brad Otis scored
his only goal of the day to make the
score 5-4 MIT at the half
MIT defense preserves

victory

MIT opened the third quarter
with two Van Horne goals and
seemingly took control of the game.
Babson scored with just 22 seconds
left in the third quarter and gained
some momentum heading into the
fourth quarter.
Babson scored its second goal of
the quarter with 8:31 remaining to
tie the game. A slash on the play by

MIT's Rich Weber '02 gave Babson
an extra man opportunity, too. MIT
picked up its level of play and shutdown Babson's extra man unit for
the fifth time of the day to keep the
game tied at 7. After Otis beat Toye
on a roll dodge, Otis had a one-onone with the goalie. Otis had Verdirame beat with the high fake, but the
shot hit Verdirame in the foot.
MIT took the lead for the final
time of the day with just over five
minutes
left in the game. Rick
Chang beat his
defenseman
and fed the
ball to Van
Horne in front
of the crease
as the slide
came.
Van
Horne
made
the most spectacular shot of
the season. As
he dove, he
put a laser into
the upper corner past DeFina on the off-stick side.

The key to this win was

our teamwork. Everyone
was contributing on
offense and the team
defense was exceptional.
- Pete Jenkins

Final minute of play
In the final play, Babson moved
the ball around trying to get a good
scoring opportunity, but the defense
gave them no openings. With 20 seconds remaining, Babson finally took
a crank shot from 15 yards. that went
wide of the goal. The shot must have
caught the Babson attack off guard
because they did not back it up, and
MIT won possession of the ball.
Verdirame threw a long clearing
pass in the direction of Chang, but it
was intercepted.
Babson called a
timeout with eight seconds remaining and the ball at the midfield line
to set up the final play. Babson midfielder Chris Darmon started with
the ball and was covered by MIT's
Wilmer.
Darmon tried to beat
Wilmet on a sweep to his right but
Wilmer's
speed was too much.
Wilmer's wrap check put the ball on
the ground with four seconds left,
and time ran out before Babson
could pick up the ball.
Offensively, MIT got contributions from different sources than
usual including two goals from Kurtis McKenney and two assists from
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Andrew Campbell G, 5empal of the MIT Kendo Club, competes against a Harvard Kendo Club member
in Saturday's Hlmeno Cup toumament In Dupont.
good relations between Harvard and
urday night's show was anything
ring, where pairs of kendoists try to
MIT at a student level and was folto go by, it will not remain North
hit as many points as possible on
lowed by a social gathering and
for long.
their opponents.
Each sparring
feast. The event further cemented
"match" lasts for a few minutes,
Free sparring for fun
the close ties between the two clubs.
after which kendoists rotate partners.
The Harvard club has been instruThe aim of jigeiko is to gain fighting
After the formalities were over,
mental in aiding the year-old MIT
experience, practice wazas (techmore fun was had by all when a
Kendo Club through generous donaniques) and improve endurance.
half-hour session of ''jigeiko'' roundtions of equipment and time.
The event serves as a model of
ed up the even.t. Jigeiko is free spar-

On Tuesday, come
. team take on Wheaton
p.m. The Beavers plan
ence record by winning

watch the Men's Lacrosse
College on the turf at 4:00
to improve their 2-1 confertoday.

AL. Central Division Is
Cleveland's Crown Again·
By Rory Pheiffer
SPORTS COLUMNIST

Today we have the discussion of
the American
League Central,
which will provide a very competitive race.

Column

Unfortunately for
the
fans,
the only tight race the Central presents is between second and fifth
place, where last year only 12
games separated these two places
(22 games separated the first and
second place team). Not much will
change this year in that regard.
The Cleveland Indians will once
again' run away with the division
crown. The Indians have the best
batting line-up in either league top to
bottom. The lead-off with Kenny
Lofton (note Lofton is out with
injury until June), follow with Omar
Vizquel,
then Roberto Alomar,
Manny Ramirez, Jim Thome, Richie
Sexson, David Justice, Travis Fryman, and finish with Sandy Alomar.
Ifthat line-up doesn't strike fear into
an opposing pitcher, I can't think of
another line-up in baseball today
that could. Cleveland also has a very
credible starting staff, starting the
likes of lefty Chuck Finley, Bartolo
Colon, Charles Nagy, and Dave
Burba. These four guys have shown
that they can be very effective pitchers, and they will each rack up their
fair share of wins this season.

III

Minnesota

Twins & Detroit Tigers

The Twins have taken the word
"rebuilding" to a whole new level.
Minnesota
is loaded with young
prospects, who are starting to form a
cohesive unit. They are waiting to
prove that they can bring the Twins
back to the glory days of Puckett,
Gaetti, and Hrbek. They have a long

way togo.
Tigers are another team that has
constantly been using the "rebuilding" excuse as their reason for their
woes. Their problem is that much of
their talent which has been grooming was traded away in order to try
and be competitive.
Trading six
players for Juan Gonzalez was more
of a fan attraction
move by the
Tigers management
than a game
winner. He has yet to accept the
Tigers astronomical contract offer of
around $140 million dollars for eight
years. If Gonzalez does indeed leave
the Tigers after this year, Detroit
management will. look like fools,
and worse yet, so will the team.
Kansas City Royals
They have a young, cohesive
team. Last year, the Royals surprised everybody by winning 64
games with a team' full of a bunch of
no-names,
but seeing how most
were expecting a season with over
100 losses, 97 losses came as a
pleasant surprise.
Chicago White Sox
The White Sox, who last year
took the honor of being the best of
the rest. Look for them to do so
again this year, beating out the Royals, Tigers, and Twins in that order.
The Chisox' s Magglio Ordonez was
perhaps the American
League's
biggest surprise, leading his team in
home runs (30), RBIs (117), and
total bases (318). If the Big Hurt
Frank Thomas can keep his batting
average above .300 find find his
power stroke again, these two will
be a great one-two combo: I look for
the White Sox to continue to overachieve just enough to edge out the
Royals for second place in the division.
'

